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RHYTHM. 
ALLIANCES OF THE SENSES RESONATING X FLICKERS OF COMMUNITY 

Looking for rhythmic allies in a world resonating... 

o) POSTURES 
if sound is vibration in the air, resonating in our bodies, music consists of a pulse: a rhythm that 
dissects reality; that is the air moving plus a perceived difference. music is frequencies fltered by 
our bodies & mind, that is by languages, tonalities, different tuning systems, different tools. We are 
trying to trigger an active listening process and to experience music as art out of a fluid social 
context, out of liquid relations. we try not to pay attention to value systems, high- and subculture 
dichotomies. our emphasis lies on the politics of aesthetics. we are interested in the recombination
of the senses, arts & models of thought and communication of like-minded people. sharing a 
momentum, sharing an environment and a communal experience. 

o)) SENSES AND HEART-BEATS 
if rhythm is a phenomenological condition, then the intended organisation of rhythm in time & 
space needs to be refected also in its social context. rhythm is intertwined with our perception, in 
fact it is the very foundation of our perception. it cuts into reality, so our reality turns perceptible 
to us. 
we are interested in the various paces, complexities and corporeal effects of different musical 
styles. we are trying to look for the politics behind rhythmic aesthetic structures to eventually 
extract the polyrhythmic pulsations of an open community. 

our aim is to render visible the communal ground we stand on. that means on a substantial base to
reflect upon shared working and living conditions. the realisation of this festival touches inescapably
on topics of precarious working conditions and disturbing economic realities, most people involved
in the feld of arts & culture experience. catalyzing a political momentum of this intersection is an 
obvious concern and necessary next step. 

o))) CHANNELS Ø

..THE BODY, A SOLE VIBRATION - HASH - FRENZY - AUTOPOESIS - DETUNING - PARKEN- 
SHIFTINGS - SYNCHRO-MESH - REFORMATE - SIGNALS - SYNERGIES - VIBRANCE - OUTRO 
X INFRA 

we're interested in open systems, relational models, meshes, cryptology, cross-referential thinking, 
different paces, schisms, spasms, speculations & belief systems, poetry, corporeality & noises, .... It's 
all about breath, pulse & paces, the body, the world surrounding us and the languages & 
idiosyncrasies resulting from that.

… and eventually it’s about friendship, really.

The Unsafe+Sounds Festival is searching for unconventional forms of (sonic) expression and artistic 
articulations at the fringes. It puts an emphasize on direct, anti-disciplinary and genrecrossing 
communication, structural patterns of hope, anger, fear & happiness, the politics of aesthetics and the 
infights of actuality & potentiality, of presence & possibilites. We want to focus on relations – on the 
polyrhythmic & polyphonous flickers created by open communities. 
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